
Theories of Leadership

Social psychologist and person belonging to management fiedl have 
developed different theories to explain the behaviour of  the leaders. Some 
important theories are:

1. Great man theory of leadership or trait theory
2. Behavioural theory of leadership
3. Situational theory of leadership
4. Contingency theory of leadership
5. The path goal theory of leadership
6. The managerial grid theory of leadership



The great man theory

“The history of the world is the history of great men.” - Thomas Carlyle
According to this theory, a leader is viewed as a person possessing a 
distinct set of personality traits.

Stogdil pointed out those traits as follows:

● Alertness
● Self-confidence
● Personal integrity
● Self assurance
● Intelligence &
● Dominance needs



Two basic assumptions of great man theory

1. The first assumption is that - leadership is a general attribute. A specific 
person is leader in all situations and all times. Carter (1953) found that a 
leader in one task also tends to be a leader in the other tasks. But this 
assumption was rejected because this is not true for all the situations. 
Carter and Nixon found that leader in mechanical type of tasks no 
longer remains a leader when faced with the task that require mental or 
intellectual ability. This showed that leadership is not a general trait.

2. The second assumption is that - the leader has unique background that 
distinguishes him from his followers. But this assumption was also 
rejected by other theorists. For eg. Mahatma Gandhi possessed no such 
unique traits, he was bright, hardworking, peace loving and thousands 
of his followers possess the same traits.



Weaknesses of the theory
The weaknesses and failure of the trait theory are :

1. All traits are not identical with regard to the essential characteristics of 
a leader.

2. Some traits can be acquired by training and may not be inherited.
3. It does not identify the traits that are most important and those that are 

least important in identifying a successful leader.
4. The trait required to attain the leadership may not be the same that are 

required to sustain leadership.
5. It fails to explain the many leadership failures inspite of having the 

required traits.
6. It ignores the environmental factors, which may differ from situation to 

situation.



Behaviour theory of leadership
This theory studies the leadership by looking at leaders in terms of what 
they do. It does not concentrate on traits of leaders, rather it emphasises the 
study of activities of the leaders to diagnose their behavioural pattern.

Research studies conducted by Katz, Maccoby and Morse suggested that - 
leadership behaviour be defined along employee - centred dimension and 
production- centred dimension, both complement each other.

The study conducted by Ohio State University, identified two factors 
affecting the leader’s behaviour:

1. Consideration behaviour (CB)
2. Initiating structure behaviour (ISB)
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● CB establishes the rapport between the leader and the group, a mutual 

warmth and trust, a concern for the needs of the members of the work 
group, an attitude that encourages participative management, two-way 
communication and respect for the feedback of the followers.

● ISB involves creating a work environment, so that the work of the group 
is organized, coordinated, sequential, organizationally relevant so that 
people know exactly what is to be done and how it is to be done. The 
structure involves having the leader organize and define the role of each 
member, assign tasks to them and push for the realization of 
organizational goals.
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An important discovery made by the Ohio studies was that - the leader does 
not necessarily have to rate high both on consideration as well as structure 
element. He could be high both on one and low on the other and still lead 
the group successfully.

● Both structure and consideration were related to satisfaction and they 
affect grievances and employee turnover.

● Groups with medium and high consideration but low structure are 
lowest in grievances and turnover.



Situational Theory



Difference between Situational Theory and 
Contingency theory 

The main difference between contingency and 
situational leadership is that contingency leadership 
theory considers that a leader's leadership style should 
match the right situation, whereas situational leadership 
theory considers that a leader should adapt his style to the 
situation at hand.



Contingency Theory

This theory states that - an analysis of leadership involves not  only the 
individual traits and behaviour but also a focus on the situation.

The effectiveness of the leader behaviour is contingent  upon the demands 
imposed by the situation. There are three major components that are 
significant for leadership effectiveness:

● Individual differences among leaders
● Differences among the situations and 
● The manner in which these two variables are related.
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The path-goal theory suggests that a leader directs followers’ 
behavior by motivating them to accomplish goals. The effective 
leader compensates for deficiencies of his/her followers in 
order to overcome obstacles toward a goal, which in its turn 
increase followers’ intrinsic motivation (comes from  within). 
According to this theory, the four leadership styles that function to 
minimize role ambiguity (unclear role and responsibility of 
worker)and provide reward for the followers are directive, 
supportive, participative, and achievement oriented behaviors. 
Different organizational environments, situations, and tasks dictate 
to the leaders which of the four path-goal styles to choose in order 
to be effective.





● Directive: The leader informs his/her followers on what is expected of 

them, such as telling them what to do, how to perform a task, and 

scheduling and coordinating work. It is most effective when people are 

unsure about the task or when there is a lot of uncertainty within the 

environment.

● Supportive: The leader makes work pleasant for the workers by showing 

concern for them and by being friendly and approachable. It is most 

effective in situations in which tasks and relationships are physically or 

psychologically challenging.



● Participative: The leader consults with his followers before making a 

decision on how to proceed. It is most effective when subordinates 

are highly trained and involved in their work.

● Achievement: The leader sets challenging goals for her followers, 

expects them to perform at their highest level, and shows confidence 

in their ability to meet this expectation. It is most effective in 

professional work environments, such as technical, scientific; or 

achievement environments, such as sales.



Conclusion

As noted earlier, the independent variables of 
Path-Goal Theory are the leaders' behavior, thus 
the path–goal theory assumes that people 
(leaders) are flexible in that they can change their 
behavior or style, depending upon the situation.



Managerial grid theory



Managerial Grid Theory



What constitutes a good manager? Based on behavioural research 
studies on leadership and management (e.g. Ohio State Studies and 
Michigan Studies), two basic management behaviours can be identified 
as important: task-oriented behaviour and people-oriented behaviour. 
Even though these two factors are not the only important management 
behaviours, concern for both the task and the people must been shown 
at some reasonable level. Inspired by these findings, Blake and Mouton 
from the University of Texas proposed a two-dimensional Managerial 
Grid based on a manager’s concern for production (task-oriented) 
and concern for people (relationship-oriented). Each axis on the grid 
consists of a nine-point scale with 1 meaning a low concern and 9 a 
high concern. Depending on a manager’s score on each of the two axis, 
you can assign different types of management styles to managers.


